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ALGOMA ORE 
THE ALGOMA STEEL CORPORA^ON,

MIMINISKA LAKE - IRON iOi

MAGNETOMETER SURVEY" ,

LOCATION AND ACCESS

' ' '

.^|65T A y ,^

The property consists of k? claims in .two 
Pa. 33626 - 33656 inclusive is located on the eastern 
continues to the east on the mainland. The second group of 3.8 ;ol|iin|S^ 
3367^ inclusive is located on a peninsula of the north /:'sh,Qj*e, .ol* '^liidAl'ea-Gbe.t -

-'  l^.":.TOiW.VJ.^^ :K?S^^^!Bii^S*^^J^?^!^f^^*J"; i;r
" '' * .--^. l' ' " T .'.'s'-l-'i^'ij'.&'-'i '|;[l^|it";tlf^^ i'"'^!^ 11 '.:-- .,VJit-^ r .;: 'V; j jlji'j^f ' ^ 'i i':'' '

Access for the most part is made by flying .into ̂ ^i^'^fs&i : 
the crew was flown in from Nakina, Ontario, a distance C)flJS^ miles*

CLAIM STATUS ', . ' ' ' '. ' ' . ' ^ l } : l ,

The claims are in the name of J, C. Baker, J565 Avenue 
Ontario. ;'

REASON FOR SURVEY

The survey was carried out to delineate and reoord the i;
along the iron formation.

RESULTS OF SURVEY , H

Two main airborne magnetic anomalies were investigated during the survey*

Anomaly #1 constitutes a long magnetic trend which lies along the north 
shore of Miminiska Island and extends a distance of about four miles on to the mainland
to the east.

The airborne magnetics show an off-scale reading of 73^000 gammas over the 
general area of the anomaly. The ground magnetometer shows the iron formation to be 
composed of numerous zones of medium to high intensity magnetic anomalies stretched 
on echlon and merging into and out of several main parallel bands over the length of
the iron formation.

The magnetic highs indicate that the iron formation lenses are from 50 to 
250 feet wide and from a few hundred feet to about 2000 feet long, Th6 magnetic highs 
are joined by low magnetics and corresponding lower magnetite content,

The enclosed ground magnetometer survey is generally contoured at 20,000 
gamma intervals and at closer intervals where necessary.
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The higher magnetic zones are coloured purple and red and correspond to a 
intensity of over 60,000 gammas. The edge of the iron formation on these zones 

is thought to be approximated by the 40,000 gamma contour line. In areas where the 
40,000 gamma contour line extends far out to the side of the higher magnetic anomaly, 
the formation is thought to consist of either intermittent bands of iron formation and 
vaste rock or low grade, dissemenated magnetite. Areas of below 40,000 gammas represent 
iron formation, the intensity depending on the width and percent magnetite of the formation.

Anomaly ^2 - She second anomaly lies on the peninsula of ground on the north 
shore of Miminiska Lake, The airborne magnetic anomaly shows an of f -scale reading of 
73,000 gammas over the area. The ground magnetometer work revealed three main magnetic 
zones. The southern zone was surveyed for a distance of 5200 feet. It lies south of 
base line 50-*OON and crosses base line 40+OON, The magnetics continue off the end of 
the grid to the east and west. The zone is thought to be comparatively weak, the higher 
magnetics being represented by the 40,000 gamma contour line.

The Middle zone was surveyed for a distance of 6200 feet and it also continues 
off the grid to the east and west. The highest reading recorded on this was 132,000 
gammas. The magnetics are stronger on this zone, with the 40,000 gamma line carrying 
through the complete zone. There are several magnetic highs on this zone which are well 
over 60,000 gammas and are from 100 to 150 feet wide and 1500 to 2000 feet long.

The northern zone was not fully surveyed, but was picked up at three different 
intervals on the northern edge of the grid. The magnetics were traced for a distance 
of 13,000 feet. The zone appears weaker than the Middle zone except to the *ag t where 
several higher intensity anomalies are located. These lie in the area of base line 90-K)ON 
and between 40+OOE and 72-K)OE. The zones are from 1000 to 2000 feet long and 100 to 150 
feet wide. The northern part of the grid did not fully cover themost northern magnetic 
high and its width cannot be presently ascertained,

Type of Instrument - McPhar - Model M-500 Fluxgate Magnetometer - Sensitivity . 5 gammas

Instrument Operator - J. Gray - Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario - Senior Field Technician
(a) k years as instrument man with McPhar Geophysics
("b) 7 years as technician with The Algoma Steel Corporation, Limited 

Algoma Ore Properties Division

METHOD OF SURVEY

A grid was laid out and cut as shown on the accompanying maps* A transit 
was used to run all "base lines and turn off all cross section lines at 400 foot intervals.

Magnetometer readings were taken at 25 foot intervals, ov+v fatflhrtttagnefrlo oFeas

A total of 7.8 miles of base line and 42.4 miles of cross section line were 
cut and chained. 8,954 magnetometer readings were taken.

May 17, 1965.
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September 19, 1966

REPORT ON MIMINISKA LAKE MGffflTOMETER SURVEY

Introduction

This report has been prepared for assessment work credit on 10 

Ontario mining claims; Nos. Pa33630, Pa33632, Pa33633, Pa3363^, Pa33635, 

Pa336s6, Pa33659, Pa33o60, Pa33662, Pa33o63. These claims are located in. 

the Miminiska Lake area. They are held by Mattagami Mining Company Ltd., 

25 King St. West, Toronto, Ontario.

The work at the property was done during the period from Septem 

ber 15 to October 8, 1965. The drafting was completed by October 22, 1965.

Location

These claims are located at Mjoniniska Lake, District of Kenora 

(Patricia Portion), Ontario. The national index number is 52-P-10.

The claims are accessible by air from either Pickle Lake, which 

is 66 air miles to the west, or Armstrong, which is 97 air miles to the 

south.

Purpose

Although Algoma Steel Corporation had done a magnetic reconnais 

sance survey on some of the claims in 1965 } it was necessary to do a more 

detailed magnetometer survey prior to actual drilling of the claims.

Previous Work

As mentioned above, Algoma Steel Corporation conducted a reconnais 

sance magnetometer survey over some of the claims in 1965. This survey 

was made with readings at 25 to 100 foot intervals BD^JffeJ.iLhes^lrpO. feet 

apart.
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No other assessment work is known to have been done on the prop 

erty .

Work Done

Mattagami Mining Company conducted a ground magnetometer survey 

using a Sharpe MF-1 fluxgate magnetometer having a sensitivity of 20 to 

2,000 gammas per scale division. The datum of this survey vas 15,000 gammas 

"below the datum of the earlier Algoma work.

This survey was done along lines spaced 100 feet apart. Readings 

were generally taken at 25-foot intervals along these lines except where 

there were broad areas having no magnetic variation. During this survey 

we established 363^ stations.

The survey was done in two areas, northern and southern. The 

northern survey had not been covered by the earlier Algoma work.

To do this work it was necessary to cut and chain 22 miles of 

line. In addition, it was necessary to re-chain all of the Algoma lines 

in this area since the pickets were knocked down during the winter.

Geology

The area included in the survey is entirely surface covered with 

the exception of the two outcrops indicated on the plan map of the southern 

survey.

These outcrops consist of finely laminated magnetite and gray 

wacke layers. The strike of the layers is approximately east-west and the

dip is vertical. The layers show almost no folding. Tiiere-are scattered
l "" p A TR t C l A
", MINING DIV.

stringers of milky ouartz. { rr M |L, ij i,/1 G \\"\\
le, 110 t, 11 \1 k J s ly
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In general these outcrops were verified "by the four holes which 

were drilled later and which are being submitted for assessment work credit. 

The total footage drilled was 2,9^2 feet.

Results Obtained

As a result of this detailed magnetometer survey it was possible 

to predict approximate surface thicknesses, exact location of the iron 

formation and the attitude of the formation. With this information it 

was possible to locate our drilling for maximum effectiveness.

Conclusions

The magnetometer survey has indicated that the iron formation 

has been tightly folded, thereby increasing the overall thickness consid-' 

erably in some areas. However, between these areas the iron formation: is , 

generally narrow and uncontorted.

Because of the interlayered waste rock and the fine grained nature 

of the magnetite, complex beneficiation techniques will be necessary to make 

an acceptable product from the ore.

MATTAGAMI MINING COMPANY, HDD.

F. D. I
District Geologist
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August lU, 1967

Chief Mining Recorder 
Mining Lands Branch 
Ontario Department of Mines 
Parliament Buildings 
Toronto 2, Ontario, Canada

Attention: Mr* D. Andrews 

Dear Sir:

We are herewith submitting the results of laboratory work for assess 
ment work credit on two claim groups at Miminiska Lake in the District of 
Kenora (Patricia Portion) Ontario. The national index number is 52-P-10.

The claims are held by Mattagami Mining Co. Limited, which is a 
wholly-owned subsidiary of Pickands Mather 80 Co.

Assessment work credits to date have been given as a result of geo 
physical surveys and diamond drilling.

Four holes were drilled and a total of 121 samples were tested* 
The two holes (Nos. l and 4) which are herewith being submitted for analy 
tical work credits were broken down into 28 samples each, or a total of 56 
samples. The accompanying charges represent the total 121 samples and are 
therefore broken into a cost per sample basis below. With the exception of 
the air transportation charges, all charges on the invoices are in U.S. 
funds and were adjusted to Canadian funds by a factor of 1.07.

Transportation is divided into air (Miminiska Lake to Pickle Lake) 
and ground (Pickle Lake to Ribbing, Minnesota). The air charges were ob 
tained on the basis of the maximum load for a Cessna 180 aircraft (700 
pounds) and the average weight of the drill core (2 pounds/foot). Since the 
aircraft normally carried supplies or personnel on the trip in, only a one 
way trip is charged (67 miles).

The adjusted ground transportation costs are as follows: 

2 Truck Trips (Julius Taparo. driver)

Labor &220.93 
Overhead 165.70 
Travel Expense 127.72 
Truck Costs 3^9*25

IjSo 4 121



\Mr. D. Andrews - 2 - August 14, 1967

The adjusted laboratory costs are as follows:

Sample Preparation $2,8ll^ .1^6 
Assay Costs 661*87

3 * 121

Drill Hole #1 (28 samples, 507 feet of 722 feet)

Transportation
Air l| trips, 67 miles @ 45^/mile ^5*22 
Ground 9 $7 14/sample 199.92

^ 245.1^
Laboratory Costs @ ̂ 28.737sample

?1,C49.57 
Credit @ l day^l5 69.97 days

Drill Hole #1* (28 samples, 533 feet of 780 feet)

Transportation
Air 1^ trips, 67 miles @ lf50Mle ^ 45.22 
Ground @ $7.l4/8ample

^ 2^5 .Ill- 
Laboratory Costs @ ^28.73/saraple 80^.43

Credit @ 1 day/^15

Please credit the claims

Claim Pa3367^ - 6l days
33658 - 1
33659 - 1
33662 - 1
33663 - 1
33664 - 1
33666 - 1
33671 - 1
33672 - 1
33673 - 1

70 days

fc
69.97 days

as follows:

Claim Pa36l*tO - 60 days
33627 - 1
33628 - 1
33630 - 1
33631 - 1
33632 - 1
33633 - 1
3363^ - 1
33636 - 1
33637 - 1
33655 - 1

70 days

.,049.57 y j
^ O A/v ^/X (^

4yl ^
s/

We are enclosing the following in duplicate:

1. Analyses and concentration test results for samples from diamond 
drill holes No. l and No. 4.

2. A plan map showing the location of the claims and drill holes.



Mr. D. Andrews - 3 - August 1^, 196?

3* Cross sections of drill holes No* l and No. 4.

4. Copies of all paid laboratory invoices (U.S. Funds)

5. Copy of paid charter aircraft invoice.

Ve trust that these enclosures will fulfill the necessary require 
ments. If any additional information is required or would be helpful, please 
advise us.

Very truly yours,

Frederick D. Effinger 
Mattagami Mining Co. Ltd. 
25 King Street West 
Toronto, Canada

P.S. Please send all correspondence to:

Pickands Mather fie Co.
2000 Union Commerce Building
Cleveland, Ohio

End. 

FDE:jab
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THE ALGOMA STEEL CORPORATION, LIMITED

TYPE OF UNIT Me PHAR M - 500 A
GAWWA MEASUREMENT VERTICAL FIELD 4300,000 GAMMAS TO

- 300,000 GAMMAS ALGOAAA ORE PROPERTIES DIVISION 
EXPLORATION DEPARTMENT
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- 300,000 GAMMAS

\

5 J. V. HUDDART g

THE ALGOMA STEEL CORPORATION, LIMITED

ALGOMA ORE PROPERTIES DIVISION 
EXPLORATION DEPARTMENT

MAGNETOMETER SURVEY

MIMINISKA IRON FORMATION

63.1S72 MIMINISKA LAKE 230 SCALE l"* 200' APRIL 6, 1966 SHEET NO. l J-5-6
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THE ALGOMA STEEL CORPORATION. LIMITED

ALGOMA ORE PROPERTIES DIVISION 
EXPLORATION DEPARTMENT

MAGNETOMETER SURVEY

MIMINISKA IRON FORMATION
SCALE l"; 200' APRIL 6, 1965 NQ l J-78
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THE ALGOMA STEEL CORPORATION. LIMITED

ALGOMA ORE PROPERTIES DIVISION
EXPLORATION DEPARTMENT

MAGNETOMETER SURVEY

MIMINISKA IRON FORMATION
SCALE !" : 200* APRIL 6, 1965. SHEET NO. l J—9 /O
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THE ALGOMA STEEfrCORPORATtON. tlMTFED
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MAGNETOMETER SURVEY
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